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and parallel distributed processing. explorations in cognitive science by andy clark review by: kathleen a. akins
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outline part 1: cognitive science and its critics. week 1 - microcognition, chapters 1&2: classical cognitivism (an
overview). 11/01 introduction to the course (no reading) the philosophy of science, vol. ix - university of
stirling - bibliography for chapters 2-5 of michael wheeler’s manuscript, extended x: recarving the biological
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mind: embodied, embedded, but not extended 2 counter-productive, inviting competition between dynamical
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(see especially notes - link.springer - classical cognitive science and gofai chapter 1 of clark’s
microcognition gives a good survey of some of the central themes of classical cognitive science, while chapters
n, i?sycl~o/oi;~j, - inflibnet - kim, j. philosophy of mind, boulder, co:westview, 1596 kim .j i azind in a
physical world- an essay on the mind-body problem and mental causation, the mit press, cambridge, the
legacy of alan turing: machines and thought, volume 1 ... - microcognition philosophy, cognitive
science, and parallel distributed processing, andy clark, 1991, psychology, 226 pages. microcognition provides
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